one of the things that came up in our room um that I want to mention is that Paula Cole Jones has this concept called community of communities and it's this idea of um how the congregation along with the different working groups and groups doing things like that there's also like groups of communities within the community so the bipoc group within the the congregation maybe some of the queer or transgender people within the congregation families Elders things like that and so when there's somebody like some of the big decisions that are being made having a similar process with inviting those groups to do the discernment about how is a big decision might impact them um so I just wanted to mention the community of communities is an overlay Paula of course you know can tell talk talk much more about that so what I'd like you to do is just um the chat's open and if you've had an aha moment or what you think you might want to do next um write it you know type it in the chat so we can see it uh My Hope Is that down the road we will have um more opportunities to learn together one of the things that I really loved about sociocracy for all as a organization that was very different than any of the other sociocracy groups that I looked at was that they have communities of practice um that um you know you get there's like training up to a certain level but at some point as an organization you just have to start implementing it and see what works and what doesn't work for y'all but if you can do that while you're in conversation with other congregations that are trying to implement that it um The iterative Learning actually is better uh um you know you you have more people try more things so that and you share your mistakes so then you you aren't going to try that things you know it doesn't work so you can try something else so it helps all of us learn a little bit faster um also there's um we asked in registration about being on sofa's mailing list my hope is that us at the uua are kind of talk about congregation specific things and maybe some basic trainings like the discernment Circle training that's on The UU Institute but really sociocracy for all is set up with a lot of great trainings and videos and the mental models and stuff they have are really really fabulous and of course you know you all have my email since I sent something out to you this morning um at least those who didn't register within the past three hours uh so if you have questions you can ask me and there's the space on the uua website under Dynamic government governance it talks about sociocracy too and that's where I'm putting all of our resources as the uua that are available to you if you're interested in being a part of a community of practice you can reach it's that would be housed at sociocracy for all they're set up for that and so um let me know I'll pass your name on or just make sure you get on the sofa mailing list and um we we haven't created I was hoping we'd have it started by now but if there's enough interest it'll be a lot easier to get that going so with that I'm going to hand it over to Ted

and I'm talking about organizational Learners right or whatever else I want to say yeah yeah organizational Learners and maybe you know potential at a community practice um would look like yes uh let me know actually that they're almost they overlap in my brain so here's the reason why so as he was saying there's only so much uh one can learn in workshops right from then on it's doing it and we see a huge difference between people who've only learned kind of intellectually and people who've done it doing it just um it gives a huge boost and understanding and kind of development and um so let's see so over the what we then started doing is communities of practice where people can join and just exchange with other people like here's what happened you know here's what happened for us a little bit like the breakouts today more actually just that everybody would be in a in a congregation in your case that um that explores us and then you have a lot to talk about obviously um and it all comes from that mindset of um what sociocco was a lot of if we get people together who knows something similar right then we can all learn from each other and it's going to be beneficial for everybody so there are these communities of practice and they are um included in what we call organizational learners which is that an organization as organization um gets like a subscription membership something like that and um then gets this everybody gets discounts on trainings and so on often groups use it to get the initial set of people start um trained and then pull other people in um so that makes a lot of sense and then everybody in that organization has access to communities of practice and we have um a bunch of them by this time um I know there have been links in the chat for some of the it's been a while already in the chat there you go I would like to make a little donation plug because we are in our end of year fundraising and we are very much also relying on donations to make all those extra things happen um and we do a lot of extra things of just networking people and providing things for people and for free so that the movement can grow because we called sociocracy for all sociocracy for all not because we want to force people to use sociocracy but because we think it should be accessible to everybody because if you don't even know that it exists you don't even have a choice of using it which means you're just using whatever you've done before without any intentionality around it then you see the newsletter sign up there and I saw many of you in your registration already said yes to that and then the third link um in what Amy sent is the um organizational learner program that I just mentioned one thing I'm in the sociocracy academy so if you want to do a deep dive there's a there's a really robust training year-long almost a year long which has been really helpful for me the other thing I want to say about sofas that they they share everything with the Creative Commons license and so there's that um there's just this sense of expansiveness that I really appreciate of a generosity of spirit that I think um I really appreciate with everything and your time today as well I really appreciate you and Jerry and both about all of our congregational um storytellers I thank you all for saying yes you can see that there was an evangelist a spirit amongst everybody they're really excited about it so let's stay in touch again I recorded this we'll have this up on the uua website um within the next week or so and I'll I'll follow up with an email early next week as well and here we are at 2 59 here in the Eastern time zone so um thank you all just appreciate your interest and excitement about this this program and governance system

all right the next step it only takes you know a second person to start dancing right so wherever you are find your one other person yeah and you can from that you know you can you can uh it's great if the whole congregation signs up as an organizational learner but if you don't have that you can get four or five people to do a study group and we've got a system for that and if you don't have that you can just sign up as an organization as an individual supporter and you can come to a community of practice as an individual so at every possible level there's something that you can take a step forth so find some companionship

